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The number ofreyolutions per minute of the weaving loom, when operating 
in mill conditions, depend on kinematical and dynamical parameters. 
Among the dynamical parameters it is first of all the effect of the shuttle 
movement which appears to restrain the increase of the number of revolutions 
per minute of the loom. In setting the loom, the movement of the shuttle has 
to be considered, as at higher shuttle velocities irregular stresses may arise. The 
velocity of the shuttle is determined by kinematical parameters; it depends 
on the duration of the free shed opening, formation of which is governed by the 
laws, both of the slay motion and of the shedding. (With respect to the shuttle 
movement, the shed may be considered as free, when its dimension at the front 
of the shuttle - the shuttle being placed on the raeeboard - attains, or is 
higher, than the depth of the front of the shuttle.) 
The laws of slay motion and shedding have been, independently of each 
other, reviewed in detail, in technical literature [1, 2, 3]. The relations between 
the kinematical parameters and the effect produced by them on the free shed 
opening has not been discussed, even in the literature dealing 'with the setting 
of looms by gauges. For example, according to gauge loom setting instructions 
[6], the dimensions of the shed opening have to be adjusted so that at the 
back dead centre position of the slay, the top shed line should be 1 mm above 
the front of the shuttle. NIALISHEV [2] suggests 4 mm for that distance. 
Attention has been drawn by HAJOS [4] to the importance of synchronizing 
the movements of the slay and shedding. He suggests coordinated slay and 
heald motions, and points out these t,\-O factors as deciding the moment when 
the shuttle enters and leaves the sheel. He developed a method for building up 
the laws of moyement for shed forming. With his method the law of movement 
satisfying all requirements may be defined for any given shuttle yelocity and 
slay motion. However, for a direct analysis of the free shed opening the method 
doe!" not appear to be appropriate. 
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1. Determination of the free shed opening by analytical method 
The changes of the shed depth (Yv) measured at the front of the shuttle 
(Fig. 1.) depend on the displacement angle «(3) of the slay and on the variations 
of the front shed angle (a). Considering the relative position of the slay aiul the 
shed opening, it can be stated that, in general, the axis (y) ofthe coordinate sys-
tem taken, does not pass through end point Bo of the shed. Using the symbols 
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Fig. 1 
of Fig. 1, in case of a horizontal base line, equations of the shed lines starting 
from point Bo 'will be 
Yf=xtga+R+Atga 
Ya=-xtga+R-Atga. 
(1) 
(2) 
The shed depth Yv measured at the front of the shuttle is indicated by the 
shed lines on the straight line b drawn at the distance of the shuttlev,·idth V 
parallel to the reed. 
During the movement of the slay, the foot-end A of the straight line b 
moves around a circle with centre 0 and radius C = V + .d, the latter coincidings 
with the rocking shaft. Straight line b is parallel to the reed in every position. 
F.quation of straight line b is 
Yb = x ctg (3 + _c __ 
sin (3 (3) 
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using the symbols of Fig. 2. 
180 (1 =-- S'I· 
Ln 
(4) 
In relation (4) the expression s'" = f(rp) representing the distance described 
by the sword pin, shows an appropriate approximation generally known. Using 
the symbols of Fig. 2 
s'" = k 1+:; - T Icos (P - 2~Tsjn2 (r - ;- sin g;·I· 
'y 
r 
-+-------------L--~--x 
Fig. 2 
According to Schneider's [3] formula the exact value of the displacement 
angle of the slay ((1) 
. AB+EVB2+E2_A2 
(1=(1max- (1x=(1max- arc SIll B2+E2 
where, using the symbols of Fig. 2 
A 
__ r2 h2 - /2 a h . 
--'------'----'------- - cos rp - -- SIll rp 
2rL L L 
B h . = -_. - SIn rp 
r 
a E =- - cosrp 
r 
The common solution of equations 1, 2, 3, gives the ordinates of intersection 
points Ml (~1' 1h) and M z (~2' "72) according to which 
2tga 
y~,=--­
sin2 (1 
c - R sin (1 - Lt c: s (1 
tg2 a - ctg2 fJ (sf 
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For a warp base line deviating from the horizontal plane, relation (5) is 
valid with the following new variables: (3', R', il' 
Should the warp base line arid the horizontal line form the angle 01 (Fig. 3), 
so the new variables obtained by shifting the coordinate system by the angle 15 
will be 
R' = 0 B = (R - Ll tg 01) cos 01 
Ll . 
il' = Lll + il2 =, ---- + R' tg 01 
cos 01 
Fig. 3 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
Relation (5) may bc considerably simplified. In practice, such values for 
cotton looms vary between a = 0-12° and (3 = 0-10°. As tg212° = 0,045199 ~ 
co..,: 0; cos 10° = 0,9849 r-../ 1 and V = C - Ll after rearranging relation (5), 
it may be simplified to the form: 
2 tg a (V - R sin (3) 
Yl'= 
-cos2 (3 
Introducing the approximation cos2 loe ~ 1 as above: 
Yv = 2 tg a (R sin (J - V) (9) 
The deviation from the exact value, as an effect of the approximation, 
reaches its highest value in the back dead centre position of the slay. For example, 
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on the Hungarian loom type R 105 (amax ;-~ 12c, P ~ 10°) the exact value of 
the shed depth measured at the front of the ,:huttle will be, aceording to 
relation (5) 
),,, = 39,67 mm 
and using the approximation formula (9) 
-'",. = 38,44 mm. 
In the considered case, with the slay being in back dead centre position, 
the value obtained by the approximation formula is but 3,1 percent lower than 
the exact value, which provides reasonable safety in the determination of shuttk 
velocity. 
Relation (9) in the ranges Po < P < Prnax has real values. The approxima-
ting value of Po from relation (3) is cos P r-.J L y = R and substituting x = - .d 
Po C-Ll arc "In R 
2. Graphic method for the determination of the free shed opening 
The shed depth measured at the front of the shuttle cart be obtained in 
the function of thc crank position directly by the graphic method. The principle 
of that method is outlined by HANTON [5]. A detailed description of the procedure 
is as follows (Fig. '1) : 
L From thc circle represen ting the path of the crank and divided in to an 
appropriate number of even parts, cut the length of the connecting arm on the 
path of movement 'described by the sword pin C. 
2. Project cloth fell Bo through the eentre of the rocking rail to shaft y, 
this latter moving parallel with the reed (point 0): cut the distance CO conse-
cutively on the path of movement of point O. Conneet points 1, 2, 3, with the 
centre of the rocking rail Ch, Y2' )"3' .. ). 
3. For designing the vertical projections of the shed opening, draw the 
warp base line BoB starting from the clothfell Br) and through the point B the 
plane of movement of the heald nearest to the clothfell (n - n). (For the purpose 
of lucidity the warp base line and the further :;;tages of the con:;;truction are 
separately given.) 
In the different positions of the crank, the -shed depths measured at the 
front of the :;;huttle are indieated by the intersection points of the shed lines 
and the straight line running parallel to the straight line )"i at a distance C = 
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-'.:. V + L1 towards the end-point of the front shed. Should the projection of the 
shed opening, together with the plane of movement of the he aId be parallely 
displaced to itself to the right of point Bo with the distance C towards the healds, 
then - according to the principle of Hantons' method - the shed lines ind~cate 
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Fig. 4 
the shed depth measured at the front of the shuttle on straight line Yl directly, 
with an appropriate exactness for practical requirements. 
In the projections of the shed opening, clothfell Bo is at point Bl <md the 
plane of movement of the heald, displaced also by the distance C comes into the 
plane n1 - nr 
4. After drawing the basic dimensions of the shed opening and extending 
the straight line Bo - B 1, plot the diagram of the heald motion h = f (rp) sym-
metrically to the base line. This means a simplification of the design, as 
- assuming a clear shed - projections of the shed opening can be constructed by 
using the plane of movement of the heald, and its displacement. 
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5. The diagrams of the heald motion having been designed, project the 
ordinates belonging to the identical abscissae of the curves drawL! with full and 
dotted lines to the plane of movement nl - 17r 
6. Connecting the point Bl with the points related to each other, projec-
tions of the shed opening indicating the shed depths measured at the front of 
the shuttle on the straight line ill' can be obtained. 
Fig. 5 
In Fig. 4. the diagram Yv = f (rp) has been also plotted. The duration of 
the free shed opening is given in the displacement angle (lPI') of the crank. 
Following the aboYe method, the errors introduced by using the graphic 
method can be determined on the basis of Fig. 5. With the ordinates of the inter-
section points lvI{ and 1\[~ 
v cos r] - RsinfJ 
sin2 f3 tg2 a - ctg2 fJ 
On the loom type R 105, at tht· extreme values of a. = 12°, fJ = 10" 
y~ = 39,96 mm, 
while the exact yalu.> from relation (5) 
Yv = 39,67 Illm. 
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Thus, in the above case the graphic method gives fairly accurate results, 
and the value y~ obtained at the back dead ,centre position of the slay is but 
0,8 per cent higher than the exact value defined by the analytical method. 
3. Variation of the free shed opening depending on some of the parameters 
Among the kinematical parameters of the free shed opening it is the law 
of the slay movement which influences the variations of the total energy of the 
loom, while shedding, i. e. the dimensions ofthe shed affects the occurring warp 
tensions. The necessary velocity of the shuttle and the energy required for pick-
ing, may be also dccisively influenced by the characteristic parameters of tht, 
two afore-said mechanisms. 
a) Effect of the parameters of the slay mechanism 
As to kinematical sensitivity, the axial displacement (d) and the crank-
connecting arm ratio (rjl) are decisive parameters of the slay mechanism. 
These two parameters have been analyzed, taking into eonsideration the 
laws of the heald motion characterized by a sinusoid acceleration of 
h = 2 ho _. - -- .- sm ._- cp I 
cp 1. 270 ·1 
CPo 2:r CPo. 
(lO) 
(where CPo = 240°), and by the pause of the he aId measured in a CPP = 120" 
(lisplacemcnt of the crank (Fig. 9. I.), undt'r the following conditions: 
Loom type: R 105, 
bottom width of the shuttle V = 43 mm, 
depth of the "huttle HI = 33 mm, 
rate of early shed (Pc = 0° 
depth of the shed ho = 45 mm, 
length of the front shed a = 200 mm 
In our tests the angle of the base line, amounting to (\ = 3° 5uggested by 
gauge loom setting in5tructions, had also been considered. 
Variations of the shed depth (r1l) measured at the front of the shuttlf' 
depending on the crank position (cp) are shown in Fig. 6 by the axial displacement 
(d) and in Fig. 7 by the relation ril (d = 34 mm axial displacement). 
HAJOS in his work mentioI1t'd above gives the value of.Yv = 0,9 H for the 
moment when the shuttle enters the shed, which can be explained by the 
torpedolike shape of the shuttle and by the close setting and higher strength of 
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the selvedge threads. Thus, in the following, the duration of the free shed 
opening will be marked on the diagrams by a horizontal line drawn at the 
height of Yv = 0,9 H. 
3 456 7 8 9 m HaG ~ 6 m 0 
Displacement of {he crank 
Fig. 6 
J 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 f5 f6 /7 f8 {g r/ 
Displacement of the crank 
Fig. 7 
Taking the distance made by the shuttle s" = 1,2 m, the slowing do"wn 
of the shuttle during trayersing p = 10% and the number of revolutions per 
minute of the loom n = 200/min, the effect of the parameters of the slay mecha-
nism pl'oduced on the duration of the free shed opening (cp,,), on the initial driving 
velocity determined by thE' formula 
100 
Vi = -----... -
100 - p% 
6 sun 
m/sec (IlL 
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and on the initial driving energy of a shuttle with a weight of G = 400 g is shown 
in Table 1. 
Table I 
ll, = 33 mID 
Eylkg 
H'J = 33 mm 
F mk ;..( r!l 
-'i 
II'" q m/~ec 9'" 
If'> 1- 132° 12,0 2,94 1460 10,85 2,38 
-;- 3~ 1/4,5 113,.~ 14,1 4,05 127,;; 12,4.2 3,13 
1 ;., 
t· 106,;; 14.9 4,52 121,5 13,02 3,45 
0 llOO 1·1,4 4 ?? ,-- 124.5° 12,72 3.28 
+34 IlL:; ll2.5 14,1 ~.,05 127.5 12,42 3,13 
-'-60 lli 13 .. ')2 3.72 130 .. ~ 12,14 2.98 
The data of Table I clearly demonstrate the beneficiary influence of a 
"hort crank on the free shed opening and on the initial driving velocity of the 
a b 
Fig./] 
shuttle lUlder givcn condition (in between the limitvalues of Tlf and the axial 
displacement generally applied). 
While, for example, with a shuttle depth of HI = 33 mm, the axial dis-
placement increases from 0 to +60 mm, the increase of the free shed opening 
merely amounts to LlCfI' = 7c (6,37 per cent); the decrease in Tjl from 1/4,5 to 
12 prolongs the duration of the free shed opening by .a<P1' = 18,5° (17,15 per cent), 
reducing the initial energy necessary to drive the shuttle by Ei = I,ll mkg 
(27,4 per cent) : the effect of the change in the axial displacement mentioned, 
resulting hut a Ei = 0,5 mkg decrease in the necessary energy. (It should he 
considered that on Picanol looms with a reedspace of 120 cm running \vith 
n = 180 revolutions per min and "ith an axial displacement of d = 20 mm, 
the crank-connecting arm ratio applied, is 1 : 2,9, the advantage of which is 
quite obvious according to the afore-said. 
Further improvements can be attained in the conditions of shuttle traver-
sing, by reducing the dimensions of the front of the shuttle. SZOKE [7] in his work, 
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dealing with shuttle measurements for normal shed dimensions on cotton looms, 
and for a maximal weft-pirn diameter of 32 mm, determines the cross-section 
of the shuttl., in \' X H = 43 X 33 mm (Fig. 8a). Developing the cross-section 
of the shuttle according to Fig. 8b and taking identical 'weft-pirn dimensions 
and bottom-width, the front depth of the shuttle can be reduced ,vithout causing 
any detrimental effect. 
According to the last column of Table I, on a loom running 200 r. p. m. 
the reduction of the front depth of the shuttlc by 3 mm would involve a 1,9 
m/sec (10-13 per cent) decrease in the shuttle velocity, which represents a 
saving of 0,56--1,07 mkg (19-23,8 per cent) in the initial energy necessary to 
start the shuttle. 
b) Effect of shedding parameters 
The parameters of shedding producing an effect on the duration of the 
free shed opening are the following: 
dimensions of the shed, 
laws of the heald motions, 
dwelling of the healds and 
rate of the early sheel. 
4 6 B 10 f2 14 f6 f8 20 22 241/' 
Displacement af the crank 
Fig. 9 
The effect of the laws of heald motion has been investigated on the basis 
of the laws of movement given below, on loom type R 105, assuming constant 
shed dimensions (a = 200 mm, ho = 45 mm) and an early shed of rpe = 0° 
Irp h = 2 ho \-_. 
rpo 
where (1'0 = 2400 and the pause of the healds is rpp = 1200 (Fig. 9 I) 
h = 2 ho - - Slll -- rp , (
'rp 1. 2n I 
rpo 2 n rpo 
8 Periodica Polytechnic. ~[ 1/3, 
(12) 
(13) 
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.. where Cfo = 360° and the pause of the healds is Cfp = 0° (Fig. 9 H) 
2n 
h = 2 ho sin - Cf, 
Cfo 
where Cfo'= 3600 , (Fig. 9 HI) 
Fig. 10 shows the effect of the laws of movement produced on the free 
shed opening. With a shuttle depth of HI = 33 mm, for the free shed opening 
(Cfv) marked hy the horizontal line )'V = 0,9 HI the following characteristics 
are to be found (Table H) : 
mm 
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Displacement of the crank 
Fig. ]0 
Table IT 
i 
Law of movement 
_L vlfJ.!:;ec EFg Fig. 9. 'P ,. t 
I. .............. I 112,5° 14,10 4,05 
Il. 0 ••••••••••••• 106,00 14,95 4,55 
Ill. .............. 97,50 15,25 5,35 
From Table H it can he concluded that a heald motion following the laws 
of movement (12) appears to he extremely advantageous. The reduced sensihility 
of the free shed opening with respect to the shorter dwelling of the healds can 
he considered as one of the heneficient influences. Should the dwelling of the 
healds decrease from €Po = 120° to 0°, than the reduction in the free shed opening 
will only he LlCfv = 6,5° (5,7 per cent) and the shuttle velocity required, computed 
from relation (11) v ... ill be hut LlVi = 0,85 m/sec higher, which means an increase 
of 12,35 per cent in the energy necessary for picking. 
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The sinusoid movement (14) with respect to the law of movement (12) 
represents a reduction of LI/f'v = 15° (13,4 per cent) in the free shed opening in-
creasing by Llv; = 2,15 m/sec the shuttle velocity and reducing by 1,3 mkg. 
(32,15 per cent) the initial energy required. 
The problem of early shedding does not appear to be sufficiently explained 
in technical literatme from point of view of shuttle-traversing.Generally it is 
suggested, that increased early shedding involves, to set the beat-up earlier. 
mm 
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~ "0 g. 
"tl 
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~ 30 
~ 
~ 20 
'cs 
.§ 10 ~ § 
t::l 
J I.; 5 7 8 9 m HaG # 6 m n m 
Displacement or (he crank 
Fig. 11 
Fig. 11 shows the effect of early shedding using the law of movement given 
in Fig. 9. I. The characteristic data for free shed opening marked at the height 
of HI = 33 mm is summerized in Table HI. 
Table m 
Lurly shed 
t·r1,'!'ee Erkg I/v 
-!..~"- .'-- nlm-
-r-
0° 0 , 112.5° 14,10 ,1,05 
60° 46,6 108,0° 14,65 4,36 
75° 65,0 102,0° 15,52 4,90 
90° 83,0 97,5° 16,25 5,37 
" Distance between the reed a..'1d the clothfell at the moment of closing the shed. 
From Fig. 11 and Table HI it is to be seen that the increased early shed 
is accompanied by a free shed opening of reduced duration, therefore, the satis-
factory traversing of the shuttle cannot be ensmed merely by an earlier timing 
of the beating up. 
8* 
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According to the results obtained, when increasing the early shed to q;e = 
= 750, the duration of the free opcn shed - compared to an early shed of 00 -
will be decreased by Llq;v = 10,50 (9,4 per cent), while the necessary shuttle velo-
city will be raised by A-Vi = 1,42 m/sec and the initial energy required increases 
by 0,85 mkg (17,5 per cent). Hence, by increasing the early shed, the velocity of 
the shuttle has also to be increased. 
For given shed length and slay movement, taking a shuttle velocity predict-
ed by family curve )'v = f (q;) derived by the parameter a = const, shed depth 
Displacement of the cr(1nk 
Fig. 12 
ho offering favourable conditions with reference to the traversing of the shuttle 
and of the stresses acting on the yarn, can be determined. 
Should the depth of the shuttle be HI = 33 mm, the speed of the loom 
n = 180 r. p. m., the distance made by the shuttle Sv = 1,2 m., the average retard-
ation of the shuttle during travel' sing p = 9 per cent, and the velocity of the 
shuttle Vi = 13 m/sec. 
From relation (ll) 
q;v = 
100 
100 - p% 
6 SI' n r"V 1000 
Vi 
According to our previous considerations, the straight line drawn in Fig. 12 
at the height of Yv = 0,9 H, cut the q;v = 1000 free shed opening required on 
the curve a = 12° = const. 
With (J. = 12° and "\Vith a front shed length of 200 mm, for the heald nearest 
to the reed 
Izo = a tg a ."J 45 mm. 
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For the purpose of building up the law of movement, it would be practical 
to take ?'o = cpv for the dwelling position of the heald. Thus, the moment, the 
free shed opening takes place, the heaM completes its motion, and since no super-
fluous moyement OCClli'S, the stresses acting on the warp yarns do not exceed 
the necessary magnitude. 
From Fig. 12 it can be seen that with an axially displaced driying of the 
slay, the shed opening giYen, can take placc only if Ih - Cf2' a condition which 
can be fulfilled by operating the healds, independently from each other. 
The effect of early shedding may he well-fitted into the above consi-
derationi', and it can he compensated appropriately. 
Conclusion 
The free shed opening depending on the kinemali-:al conditions of the loom and decisively 
influencing the yelocity of the shuttle, i. e. the energy demand of picking, has heen analyzed. 
The free shed opening can he determined hy the developed analytical method or hy the graphic 
method described. the latter heing hased on HA:,\TON's basic principle. Using the approximation 
formula deduced from the analytical method, an exactitude satisfying loom eonstruetion 
requirements. and suitable for the analysis of the kinetical parameters of the free shed opening 
is ohtained. 
r 1 
The analysis of the free shed opcning shows that by reducing the -T 4.5 crank-
shaft - connecting arm ratio to 1/2, on loom type R 105, rnnning at a speed of 200 r. m. p. 
the duration of the shcd opening increases by 17,15 per cent. which - aS511ming a shuttle weight 
of 400 g - represents a 27,4 per cent reduction in the initial energy required. 
It has heen shown that when using weft pims of normal dimensions, by the possible 
reduction of the front depth of the shuttle the necessary shuttle velocity will be reduced hy 
10-13 percent and the energy demaud hy 19-23,8 per cent. 
The effect of the law of moycmcnt of the he aId appears to be characteristic. A he aid 
motion of 1200 dwelling ,dth a sinusoid acceleration compared to a heald motion without 
any dwelling, gives a difference of 6,5 per cent in the free shed opening, while in the energy 
necessary for picking, it results in a difference of 12,35 per cent. An increased difference is shown 
hetween a heald motion of 1200 dwelling with sinusoid acceleration and a sinusoid heald motion. 
The difference amounts to 13,4 per cent in the free shed opening, and to 32,15 per cent in the 
energy required. . 
The effect of early shedding has also been analyzed. For example, increasing the early 
shed from 00 to 7,5°, the free shed opening will be decreased hy 9,4 per cent and the energy 
required 'will he raised hy 17,5 per cent. 
According to the results ohtained, with increased early shed, picking need not he earlier 
timed, as higher shuttle velocity ensures the undisturhed passing of the shuttle. 
By the analytical Lethod descrihed, for a slay motion given, the dwelling of the he aId 
and the required maximal dimensions of the shed may be determined. 
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Summary 
The free shed openine as a basic kinematical parameter of loom construction has been 
defined. A method of definition based on calculations and on designing has been given. Effects 
of other parameters influencing the free shed opening, the energy of picking and the necessary 
initial driving velocity of the shuttle have been analyzed. It has been shown that the free shed 
opening seems to determine other kinematical parameters of the loom. 
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